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Abstract: We review the most recent experimental demonstrations on ultra-high speed on-off keying
direct detection systems applied to data center connectivity. Fundamentally enabled by InP DHBT
technology, we elaborate the feasibility of inter-data center beyond 200-GBd.
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INTRODUCTION
Emerging cloud services are driving an unprecedented increase of traffic demand inside and across data centers, in
turn creating the urgent need for high-speed low-cost interfaces capable to cope with the resulting bandwidth
requirements. A well-known non-trivial challenge that keeps steering significant amount of industrial effort on developing
optical interfaces operating beyond 100-Gb/s per lambda in a cost, space, and power-efficient manner. To this end Indium
Phosphide (InP) electronics and optoelectronics stand for one very strong candidate, featuring bandwidths well above
70 GHz and very high gains compared to other technologies [1]. Another dimension to increase the link efficiency is
advanced modulation formats – e.g. discrete multi-tone (DMT) or pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). A mature
technology to increase link capacity given constant bandwidth that seems to supersede is the traditional On-Off Keying
(OOK) [2] for optical intensity-modulation and direct-detection (IM/DD) in certain applications. Even if OOK has long
being recognized as the most robust and cost-effective solution for short-reach interconnects thanks to the simplicity of
its implementation as well as the simplicity of the digital signal processing (DSP) for signal recovery – if any. A recent
example of DMT applied to ultra-high-speed short-reach systems includes the experimental demonstration of up to
460.9 Gb/s net rate transmitted over 22-km of standard single-mode with dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) [3].
In this review, nonetheless, we cover the most recent progress on high-speed inter-data center (DCI) communication
systems leveraging InP platform for ultra-high-speed OOK serial transmission. Some of the most relevant demonstrators
include 204-GBd line-rate OOK [4]-[5] using monolithically integrated distributed feedback laser with traveling-wave
InP electro-absorption modulator (DFB-TWEAM) [6] and InP double heterojunction bipolar transistor (DHBT)
2:1 selector [1], capable of up to 212-Gb/s electrical generation [7].
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. To comply with the sensitivity requirements of the receiver at symbol rates of 140Gbaud and above, while accounting for fiber loss, operation at 1.3µm is almost precluded for the targeted distances.
Hence, we choose to operate at 1.55µm, which implies to use dispersion compensation modules (DCM, based on fiber
Bragg grating here) for managing dispersion over SSMF. We investigate two fiber line configurations over 10-km and
80-km, resp. Over 10-km, we use only one erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) as preamplifier, which was chosen
instead of a transimpedance amplifier. Beyond 10-km, an extra booster EDFA is required.
One of the key components of our transceiver is the electrical time division multiplexed (ETDM) 2:1-Selector (SEL).
Fabricated in 0.7-µm InP DHBT technology over 1.2x1.5 mm², it interleaves in time two electrical data inputs (D1 and
D2 in Fig. 2a) using a half-rate clock (Clk in Fig. 2a) [8]. The transistor exhibits 400-GHz fT and fmax at 8-mA/µm² current
density and breakdown voltage beyond 4.5V. This new selector [1] aims at 200-Gb/s operation, with input data buffers

Fig. 1: Experimental setup for the optical transceivers generating data rates until 204-GBd. (a) 204-GBd OOK eye diagram in back to back
(BtB) at DSO before offline processing; (b) OOK optical spectrum after DFB-TWEAM output at 140, 180 and 204-Gb/s.
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Fig.2: InP DHBT 2:1-Selector: (a) circuit block diagram; (b) 1.2x1.5-mm² chip microphotograph; (c) package photography; (d) output OOK
eye diagrams at 140, 180 and 204-Gb/s measured with probe tips (Tx) and with the recovered signals after equalization in BtB (Rx) [4-5].

(DB in Fig. 2a) upgraded for 100-Gb/s operation, new clock buffer (CB in Fig. 2a) with higher gain at higher frequencies,
and with a selector core (GC) rescaled to operate in the transistor optimal performance zone. The output amplifiers (OB),
operate in saturation mode. Passive peaking is used to increase the output buffer bandwidth. The power consumption is
0.5 to 0.8 W, for a differential output amplitude of 250 to 730 mV. The selector layout is presented in Fig. 2b with package
photography in Fig. 2c. Seven power and control supplies allow fine optimization of the output signals’ amplitude and
jitter. A specific layout optimization of the output buffer was implemented for best RF integrity. Eye diagram
measurements (with 1-mm probe tips at the output of the chip and with a 70-GHz oscilloscope) at 140, 180 and 204-Gb/s
are presented in Fig. 2c. The observed low-pass filtering effects come mainly from the limitations of the recording
equipment. Yet, state-of-the art performances are achieved, with high signal quality. The second important component in
the setup is the DFB-TWEAM [6] with 3-dB bandwidth beyond 100 GHz. It has less than 2 dB ripple in the passband
which indicates high phase linearity. An IAF InP DHBT-based modulator driver module with gain of 16 dB and the 3dB bandwidth of 110 GHz was used to achieve enough driving voltage swing between 2:1 Selector (SEL2) and for the
DFB-TWEAM. (see Fig. 1)
At the transmitter side, the main limitations come from packaging and clock distribution. We used a state-of-the art
high-speed bit pattern generator BPG to generate two pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS) with a word length of 2 15-1
at 35, 45 and 51-Gb/s electrical signals, feeding a pair of 2:1 selectors in series. The first 2:1-Selector (SEL1 in Fig. 1)
yields output signal at 70, 90 and 102-GBd, but could not be pushed to much higher rates owing to its packaging. We
decided to operate the second 2:1 selector directly on-chip (SEL2 in Fig. 1), using high-speed electrical probes for the
input and output signals from the wafer to provide cleaner 140, 180 and 204-GBd data streams. The clocks required to
drive the components were produced from a master clock at 10MHz, distributed after multiplication up to BR/8 frequency
for BPG, BR/4 for SEL1 and BR/2 for SEL2. The modulated optical spectra are displayed in Fig. 1(b).
After transmission, we use a variable optical attenuator to vary the input power at the input of a commercial 100-GHz
bandwidth photodiode. The received signal is then sampled by a Teledyne LeCroy Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO)
with 100 GHz of bandwidth operating at 240 GS/s and stored for processed offline (see Fig.1a). The receiver digital signal
processing (DSP) routine consists of the standard algorithm stack: signal conditioning, resampling, timing recovery,
equalization, demodulation and error counting. Regarding equalization, two options are considered for linear impairment
compensation: fractionally-spaced (T/2) blind-adaptive feed-forward (FFE) filter, and fractionally-spaced data-aided
(DA) filter. Note that the quasi-static channel response in our scenario allows for long filter-update periods that compress
DA’s training overhead over time. When necessary, 3 T-spaced tap maximum a posteriori (MAP) symbol detector was
additionally employed, which discriminates the received 3-bit sequence among all the possible (pre-trained) combinations
of 3-bit sequences produced by the system (i.e. 8-entry 3-bit look-up table). MAP offers remarkable performance
improvement over purely linear filters due to its ability to learn short-memory non-linear pattern-dependent effects, nonnegligible in high-baudrate uncompensated IM/DD transmission scenarios.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 3 shows the measured system performance in terms of bit-error-rate (BER) versus received optical power into the
photodetector when operating at 204 (Fig. 3a), 180 (Fig. 3b) and 140-GBd (Fig. 3c) OOK. For analysis purposes, two
hard-decision FEC codes with 7% and 20% overhead are considered (pre-FEC BER limits at 5∙10-3 [9] and 1.1∙10-2 [10]
respectively); and likewise, 10-km transmission distance and equalization configurations are evaluated for each of the
three test throughputs, from which only the most concluding combinations are presented. Starting with Fig. 3a, the results
give rise to two immediate interpretations: first, 204-GBd signal generation and transmission over 10-km SSMF is
successfully attained (~3 and ~6 dBm sensitivity for 20% and 7% FEC respectively), and second, practical full feedforward impairment compensation processing with down to 3-tap MAP symbol detector is enough to hit the 7% FEC
threshold; underscoring the extraordinary good signal-generation quality that integrated InP DHBT electronics to get her
with DFB-TWEAMs modules are capable of. With 6-tap MAP symbol, we win 2 dB of sensibility at 7% FEC. Further
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Fig. 3: Performances of (a) 204-GBd, (b) 180-GBd, (c) 140-GBd OOK for several number of equalizers at 10-km of SMF. Electrical eye
diagrams measurements at (d) 204-GBd and (e) 212-GBd in differential output signal with optimization of a new setup [7].

analysis reveals that even simpler equalization schemes like 55-tap DA w/o MAP suffice to cross the 20% FEC threshold,
at input-power sensitivities ~6-7dBm and with substantial operation margin in the latter case. On a side note, we want to
comment on the 2-dB equivalent input-power gain that 10-km transmission presents over the B2B case. The authors
initially attribute this effect to a favorable chromatic-dispersion balance helped by certain degree of pulse-dependent chirp
at the TWEAM, which is a potentially exploitable feature. The BER results at 180-GBd for 10-km in Fig 3b, with CD
almost totally compensated, the receiver sensitivity at 20% FEC for FFE plus MAP keeps around 1dBm, while FFE
requires much more power after 10-km; even making communication impossible for 7% FEC. At 140-GBd OOK, we
pursued to further leverage the outstanding signal-generation quality by boosting both transmission distance and receiver
processing simplicity while maintaining record throughput, and this is what the results in Fig. 3c demonstrate. The most
interesting results is that 10-km of transmission is covered with ~6dB of power budget margin using just 7% FEC and
without any equalization scheme at all (see 0-tap FFE curve). Of course, besides the ultra-high end-to-end bandwidth of
our system, this result is possible thanks to the in-line compensation of CD, which; barring residuals, damps the impact
of CD in the system performance. Unfortunately, at these baud rates, even residuals in the order of tens of meters pose
non-negligible penalties; and this is patently the case for the 10-km scenario. Continuing with the 140-GBd case, a quick
comparison of the best-performing 10-km trace (20-tap FFE, 3-ymbol MAP) with respect to the B2B trend.
In Fig. 3d and 3e, we can see the electrical eye diagrams measurements at 204 and 212-GBd respectively in differential
output signal with new setup describe in [7]. If we want to compare at 204Gbd, the eye diagram in Fig. 3d have a better
performance in openness and jitter between the Fig. 2d.
CONCLUSIONS
In the future telecommunication infrastructure, the DCI will face the traffic increase and demands for higher transmission
capacity. We have reviewed one of the solutions to help for that with on an intensity-modulation, direct-detection,
transmitter producing record 204-GBd line rate over 10-km of SMF with EDFA for DCI networks and 212-GBd in
electrical back-to-back configuration. Such high symbol rate electrical generation is enabled by a very-high-speed 2:1Selector in InP DHBT technology, and 100 GHz externally modulated laser (DFB-TWEAM). This high-speed electronic
combination permits paving the way towards low-cost high symbol-rate interfaces.
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